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ECONOItIC EFFECT OF XNCREA$ED FROZEN ORkNGE CONCE
SALES ON TIE ORAN(} IIDUS TRY OF $OUHERN ALII?ORNIA

INTRODUCTION

The marketing of California oranges has a long and

varied history. It is the history of cooparative-.mindod

citrus growers working together to overcome the problems

rop surpluses arid disorganized marketing. During the

half of this century, the growers have made sub-.

ataritial progress in solving these problems.

In the tour-.year period following World War II, a

w orange product was developed. This product is frozen

concentrated orange juice. Consumer acceptance, as judged
by aalea, has been favorable, There are some economIc

advantages inherent in this new food item that may bring

about lasting changes in the marketing of oranges. Some

of those changes are already apparent in the Florida

orange indus try.

The objectives of this study are to evaluate the

sales position of frozen concentrated orange juice and

then determine what economic changes may result in the

marketing of California oranges.

In order to understand the current position of the

California orange industry, it is necessary to study the

background of orange marketing in that State, The

research background of frozen concentrated orange juice



presented to acquaint the reader with the underlying
causes leading to the development of this new product.
Some of the economic advantages of the frozen concentrated
juice also are given.

Although the percentage of the California orange
crop going into frozen concentrate is still small, there
are indications that this percentage may increase in the
next few years.

The production increase in citrus products as com-
pared to other fruits in the twenty-year period following
1930 j8 shown in Figure 1. Citrus products increased
143 per cent in this twenty-year period, while the United
States population increase was 21 per cent (1, p.8). Much

of the citrus increase occurred prior to 1945. Frozen

concentrated orange juice, however, is another form of
marketing orange products that may add to the popularity
and increased per capita consumption of thesø vitamin-C

ntaining fooda.
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Figure 1: 1950 PRODUCTION LEVEL OF PRINCIPAL FRUIT CROPS
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EARLY TiISPORY OF TI CALIFOTNL& or INDUSTRY

The first recordings of oranges in historical writ-
ing are those of a Chinese, Han Yen-chili. He wrote con-

cerning twenty-seven varieties of "oranges" grown around

Wen..Chou, China in 1178 (13, p.1).

Sweet Oranges (Citrua sinsrist) appear to be
unknown in Europe until early in the fifteenth century.
So strong was their appeal, however, that only a short
time elapsed after their introduction before tney were

grown in southern Europe wherever soil and climate were

suitable.
Just when sweet oranges were introduced into the

Americas is unknown, although they were undoubtedly
brought over by the Spanish. explorers. Orange trees of
some sort were recorded in the chronicles of Acosta and
P1.so (1, p.2) as growing in the West Indies and in Brazi
which indicates their existence in those countries before
1600 and 1648 respectively. Both the sweet and bitter
oranges were found growing wild in various sections of
Florida by the early settlers,

The Miss ion Gardens

The introduction of the orange into California
accompanied the advent of the Spanish padres in 1769,
While their objective was the conversion of the savage



003 toChristianity, they did not neglect the material 
aide of life. In establishing the famoua California 

missions--the first at San Diego in 1769 and the last at 
Sonozna in 1823--all but three of the chain of twenty-one 

bad gardens and orchards (5, p.6) planted by these people 

of Spanish descent to oranges, figs, grapes and olives. 
These wore the £z'uita of their native Spanish climate. 

To the Sari Gabriel Mission is accorded the honor of 

developing the first California orange orchard of any 

sias. This was planted in 1804 and covered aix acres. 
About four hundred seedling trees made up the orchard. 

Trees obtained from the mission were soon planted 
in gardens arid courtyards in various districts. The 

second largest orchard was planted by Don Luis Vignes 

(13, p.2), who transplanted thirty-five trees from the 
San Gabriel Mission to his property in Los Angeles. 

The first commercial venture was undertaken by 

111am Woltshill (12, p.17), who secured orange trees 
from the San Gabriel Mission in 1841 and planted a two 

acre orchard on the site of what is now the heart of the 
Los Angeles business district, This orchard was later 

increased to seventy acrs3. In the following years, other 
commercial orchards came into being in the Los Angeles, 

San Bernardino and Highlands areas, 



Introduction of Tudded Varieties

In the eigbteeriseventios, several budded varieties
of oranges were introduced, the merits of which were the
subject of much contention ror a number of years after
their appearance. Chief among the budded varieties were

the Washington Navel, California's winter orange, and the
Valencia, the summer orange. It is from the Valencia
orange that all of the California frozen concentrate is
now produced.

In 1868 the superintendent of gardens of the United
tes 1epartment of Agriculture (13, p.5) learned through

correspondent then in Bahia, Brazil, of an orange grown
in that country reported to be superior to those in the
United States. In 1870 twelve small trees were received
in good condition. These were planted and propagated by
budding on small orange stocks. From this simple begin-
ning has grown the famous California Navel industry of
vast proportions.

The Valencta orange, of which production now equals

that of the Navel, orIginated in the Azores. This variety
of orange was introduced into California by growers in the
eighteen-seventies, who obtained their stock from a London
nurseryman, Thomas Bivera (13, p.6).



Early iarketiri in Ca1iforna

Production to meet local demands first took place
in orchards planted principally for family use. Profit-

able prices soon led to planting on a coiercial scale.
Seine early shipments were made by steamer from the port
near Los Angeles, The first carload of oranges was
shipped at by' rail in 1877 (5, p.6), a year after the
Southern Pacific railroad had been extended to Los Angeles.
With the beginning of eastern shipments and the realiza-
tion that large markets awaited development, the promotion

of plantings lipread rapidly. By 1885 about a thousand

cars were shipped to the East and in the production period
1886-87, twenty-two hundred cars or oranges were shipped.

During the early portion of the period, profits
ware exceptionally high at times. There was no system of

developing markets rapidly enough to take care of such
increases in production as were taking place. Complaints

soon became conon that railway charges were too high and
that local buyers and packers as well as eastern dealers
exacted unjustifiably wide margins, with the result that
consumers restricted their consumption (5, p.8

At the same time, there were complaints of unsatis-
factory treatment of producers by purchasers. Buying

during the early period had been done largely on a baa

7



of the fruit of an entire orchard. The purchaser did the
pick irg. Obviously the purchaser could make the bettor
guess a to the lIkely yield and certainly knew more than
the producer could possibly know of what the market might
afford In any given season. Gradually purchasing came to
be on the basis of a price per packed box, Producers soon
found, however, that they were again the 1080r3 when the
price tell, because the dealer was In & position to grade
heavily. One producer, for example, discovered that half
of his oranges were being thrown out as culls. Ho

received permission to take charge of the culls and hired
a packer to grade and box them and ship them to another
market. Here they actually netted him more than ho
received for those originally accepted (13, p.9). It was
frequently charged that private dealers were distrIcting
the state so as to avoid competing with each other. The

final blow to the producers was a decision on the part of
shippers not to buy fruit outright but to purchase only on

consignment, even requirin the grower to underwrite any
losses,



COOPERATION AM0NG TiE GRORS

Formation of Cooperatives

There were complaints of low prices for oranges as
early as the eighteeri..seventjes. By 1835, when ahipnents

had increased to about a thousand carloads,, marketing con
ditloris had become intolerable. At a meeting held in
October of that year, the growers formed the Orange

Growers Protective Union of Southern California. This

organization decided to send representatives east "to
sell, regulate and distribute, and do all services re
quired of them by and under such regulation as the execu-
tive eonrniittee or the board of directors may require"
(13, p.10). Two men were actually sent east, where they
selected reliable commission men to act as agents for the
Union. At the same time the Union selected commission
houses to handle its fruit on the San Francisco and the
Los Angeles markets.

The organization scorns to have boon successful the
first two years when it claimed to have increased the
returns by over a quarter of a million dollars on approxi-
mately a thousand carload8 of fruit. It also obtaIned a
saving on freight sufficient to pay all expenses of the
Union and to return a dIvidend ol' twenty-th2'oe dollars per
oar to all members (5, p.9). The organization finally



ailed however, becaise of persiztent opposItion of
mission men and buyers,

During the first f ow ycars or the eighteen.
nineties, there were numerous movements to Organize 000p

eratjve citrus markotthg associations. Some of these
associations merely contracted with local packers for the
handling and sale of fruit. Others contracted with the
packers for the handling of fruit but did the selling
themselves. One organization, the Claremont California
Fruit Growers Association, undertook to do it8 own packing.
arid soiling,

uch confusion existed In the tnarketing of oranges
during the period of 1893 to 1904 when the CalifornIa
Fruit Growers Exchan:e was officially organized. One

example of the difficulty was the practice of makin sales
on a f o, b. conditional baajs, Under these condItions,
if prices were firm when the fruIt arrived, the car was
accepted and the grower receIved the agreed price. If,
however, the market had weakened, as it frequently did,
the buyers could easily find fault with the shipment on

Inspection and either obtain an allowance from the origi
ma? price or reject the shipment. This compelled the
grower to divert to another market, usually at a loss. In
one season these allowances and rebates amounted to nearly
one hundred thousand dollars (13, p.33).



When the California Fruit Growers Exchange was

first formed, the organization faced many difficulties.

There were strong objections from private shippers.

Growers did. not understand cooperative marketing and either

would not support their leaders or else argued over alter-

nate measures. Many associations were managed by men with

little commercial experience. As a result there were many

errors and cases of inefficiency. Some of these arose

rom the fact that the packing of fruit under refrigera-

tion for shipment to distant markets was still in an

experimental stage. Orange acreage was increasing rapid.l

and growers blamed the marketing system rather than

increased supplies for low returns.

During the following years, however, the California

Fruit Growers Exchange gradually overcame these difficul..

ties. The organization produced far-sighted strong

leaders who sold the idea of cooperative marketing to the

orange growers. The Exchange now markets approximately

aeventy-five per cent of the California orange production.
A fairly complete knowledge of the orange market at

.1 tima was an advantage to the Exchange. Often the
weakness of a cooperative movement in adjusting production
to demand is the fact that independent producers can reap
the benefits without any of the costs of membership. This

situation existed in Southern California but the



alifornia Fruit Growers Exchange survived. because with
their expert knowledge of the markets, they could sell
more efficiently than independent producers wIth unlirited
production.

The Exchange System

The exchange system in broad outline (sea Figure 2)
consists of the local associations, 214 in 1950, with a
combined membership of some 15,000 growers; the district
exchanges, 25 th the same year (1, p.2); the central
exchange; and, three subsidiaries, The central exchange
owns one of these bsidiarjes, the Exchange Orange Prod-
ucts Company, which raanufactures canned and concentrated
orange juice, The local associations own a subsidiary,
the Fruit Growers Supply Cornpany, through which they pur
kias the various packIng house supplIes and through which

the individual growers obtain the supplies needed in the
production of citrus fruits. Another subsidiary iS the
Exchange Lemon Products Company which is owned by tho
local associations who desire to have surplus lemons anu-
factured into by-products,

The local associations usually pick the frut
grade and pack for shipment, and load it into the cars.
The central organization mantain a sales agency through
which the selling is done in cooperation with the ianagers
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Figure 2: THE EXCHANGE SYSTEM

Note: A--Fruit Growers Supply Company
B--Exchange Orange Products Company
C--Exchange Lemon Products Company
D--California Fruit Growers Exchange
E--25 district exchanges
F--214 local associations
G--15,000 fruit growers
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Of the district exchanges.
Two principles are rigidly followed. Those are

(1) grower control and (2) distribution of benefits to the
growers in proportion to the business contributed.

The central exchange has the usual departments

handle various matters of busineas uoh as the legal

department, traffic, accounting, lemon sales, orange sales,

advertising, field department, and statistical department.

Marketing Control

The manager of the orange sales department is at
all times in close touch with the managers of the district
exchanges and the various sales agents and brokers who

represent the California Fruit Growers Exchange in various
markets. The Exchange has salaried agents in all of the
loading United States and Canadian markets plus a few of
the more important foreign rnarket.

All seasonal and daily market information on supply
and demand for oranges is compiled at the central exchange
offices in the Sunkist Building in Los Angeles. With this
information, two typos of regulation over orange sales are
exerciaaci These are (1) limitation of the total volume
marketed for the season in years of large crops re1atvo
to the buying power of consumers and (2) regulation of the
flow of shipments to market during the season even though



the total supply for the season is not excessive.
In seasons of large crops, relative to the buy

power of conauera, prices and, returns to California
growers can be materially increased through limitation of
the volume of shipments (20, p.28). 1n indication of the
fluctuation of price with available supply can be seen in
Figure 3.

The California Fruit crowers Exchange also files
complete information on the exact location of any car of
oranges enroute to market. Tlwough the privilege of
diversion enroute extended by the railroads, the sales
manager can order a car of oranges diverted to adjust the
supply at any given market during the market period. This

diversion flexibility enables the shipper to obtain the
best price avalablo among several markets. If no divsr
sion control were exercised, some arksts could be easily
glutted with thIs perishable product with a ruinous drop
in the price level,

This orderly marketing, as practiced by the Cali
C ornia Fruit Crowers Txchange, is also advantageous to the
consuming public. A ruinous price drop in the arket
might mean cheap oranges for a short period. flowever,

this low price would not attract other shipments so the
market might suffer temporary shortages. ThIs might

result in a cycle of gluts and shortages with corresponding
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low and hh prices. The marketing policy of the Cali

fornia Fruit Orower Exchange may have a stabilIzing
effect on the price as well as the supply.

Grower Services

The Exchange fIeld 3epartnent is dosIned for
purpose of bringing about; adoption of improved practices

in the production, harvesting, and packing of fruit. The

work is justLtied. on the grounds that the Exchange toust

Supply consuiner with uniform and dependable products.

A pest control service is aintained which saves

growers thousands of dollarz In connectIon with the eradi-
cation of insecta and other pests.

A research laboratory is operated for the investi-
gation, of new br-products or of machinery or supplies
which promise to be of value.

A rowors' service bureau is operated primarily to
strengthen membership relations within the California
Fruit Urowers Exehane, it is engaged in the promotIon of
iw associations when needed and th strengthenin of

existing locals with reference to organization problei8.
Complaints and misunderstandings are handled in this
do par tine nt

The Exchange has carried on an extonive advertia-
ig program since the early part of the century. Faced

n



overproduction in 1907, the Exchange undertook a

experimental advertising campaign in Iowa (13, p.62).
That year overall sales of citrus Increased 1? per cent in
the United States but sales in Iowa increased 50 per cent.
This wa enough to convince even the most conservative

grower that advertising was a practical way to increase
orange consumption and thus lessen their overproduction
problem.

This advertising featured two brands, 'Sunkist"
and "Red a11," "Surikist" has been used on the highest
quality fruit. This name is as well known to the American

consumer today as any trade name in eo.



n 1946 very few people had heard of frozen con- 

centrated orange juice. In the following four year's, this 
product became so well known and achieved such demand that 

it became the leading seller among frozen foods. This 

frozen concentrate is considered to be one of the most 

outstanding products developed in the field of processed 

foods in many years. 
A study of the background of this frozen juice 

indicates that there were six principal factors leading 

to the development of the new product. These six factors 

are listed below. Each will then be discussed in some 

detail1 

The frozen food stimulus. Many companies were 

marketing other frozen foods and. it was considered desir.. 
able to add another popular item to the line. 

Crop Disposal Faotor. A surplus of citrus 
fruit existed and it was desirable to move this crop 

profitably. 
3, The demand for concentrated citrus juices from 

soft drink manufacturers. The popularity of soft drinks 
with fruit juice bases require a large volume of fruit 

juice concentrates not necessarily of a very high flavor 
quality. 

BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPNT 
OF FROZEN CONCENTRATED ORANGE JU 

19 



5. Preeze-drin

the freeze-drying process led to the thought that

food products might be siii1arly treated. Orange

was one of the first products considered.

6. The advance of nutritional knowledge.

tional knowledge had created a roady demand for

palatable source of Vitamin C.

work on blood plasma. Work on

!rozen Food Stimulus

far back as 1930 the frozen food business was j.n

an early state of development. Even at this time the

General Foods Corporation, through its Eirds EyeSnider

Division (16, p.242), considered the possibility of adding

a frozen unconcentrated orange juice to its line of frozen

products. A considerable amount of laboratory work was

done on the problem of freezing single-strength orange

juice in several types of paper containers. At this time

limited public knowledge made it unsafe to consider pack-

ing a frozen product in a tin can, Such a product would

not be sterile and would spoil if a housewife mistakenly

20

delicate

juice

Wutr

highly

4.. The wartime demand for concentrated citrus

utoes for European feeding, England was particular I

short of vitamin C-containing foods and the United States

met the demand by supplying concentrated citrus juices

under Lend-Lease agreements.
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kept it for even twenty-four hours at room temperature.
A a result of this laboratory work in 1930,

General Foods contracted with a California firm to pack
an experimental quantit7 of single-strength orange juice
in paper containers, The market testing of this product
tailed because it was difficult to defrost oven though the
flavor was fairly good, The delay in waiting for the
juice to defrost d.etroyed the very necessary convenience
element of the product.

In 1943 the General Foods Corporation acquired a

citrus corupany--l3ireloy's of Uo1lwood, California. This

firm had been stimulated by the wartime demand for citrus
concentrates into developing what was then considered a
good process for making concentrated orange juice. Their

product suffered, however, because it was believed that
pasteurization was necessary before evaporation, and the
concentrate, while acceptable for wartime feeding, was not

the type of product that the American housewife would buy.

Pasteurization destroyed the normal fresh flavor of this
juice. Frozen concentrated orange juice does not have to
be pasteurized because of its low temperature in storage.

Another General Foods venture in frozen orange
juice came in 1946, when in cooperation with a Florida
firm, they participated in a narket teat of a frozen con-
oentrated product packed in tin cans according to the



2

method developed in the laboratories of the Florida Ctru8
Commission. Basically, this new method consisted of
evaporating 90 per cent of the juice to 55° Brix and then
diluting this concentration with the remaining 10 per cent

fresh, unpasteurized juice. Thus, for the first time,
a product evaporated without pasteurization at low tern.
peratures and containing a portion of the highly volatile
juice aroma reached the consumer.

The success of this market test was uffioient to
encourage the General Foods Corporation to renew activity

and the laboratories were soon turning out more samples of
frozen concentrated orange juice on an experimental basis.
Consumers were soon telling each other of the convenience
and good flavor of the market teat product.

In 1948, the Mojonnier Bros., an engineering firm

in Chicago, developed an evaporator in which the source of
beat never exceeds 1100 F. and the orange juice boils at a
temperature of about 550 p These low temperature condi
tions were obtained at no increase in cost and since
evaporation at low temperature was theoretically in the
right direction, the Industry quickly adopted this new

ype evaporator.

It is noted that the principal driving force in the
General Foods development arose from the fact that this
company already had a large interest in the frozen food
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business arid was, therefore, interested in adding promis-
Ing now articles to its already established line.

One possible reason why frozen concentrated orange

juice was so favorably accepted by consumers may have been

the tact that this product was placed on the market during
a period when the disposable personal income of consumers
was at a high level.

It this product has been introduced in a period
omparable to the early 1930's, it might have been con-.

aidered merely another unnecessary luxury. Consumers are

normally cautious about buying new products. In the
period following World War II, consumers, having ample

purchasing power, were willing to try promising new items.

Crop Disposal Factor

For many years there has been a great fear of over..
production in the citrus industry. The California Fruit
Growers Exchange cannot sell all the oranges that they
would like to market at a price which is satisfactory to
them. For many years a portion of the crop has been
eliminated from market channels. It has been important
that alternate uses be found for this crop surplus. Gov-

ernment laboratories and industrial firms have been stimu-
lated to action by this condition.

It also has been important that the citrus growers



Stimulus from the Soft Drink Industr 

The part of the soft drink industry in developing 
frozen concentrated orange juice consisted largely in 

supplying background experience. Without the experience 
of producing concentrate as a base f or soft drinks, many 

manufacturers would not have been able to go promptly into 
vacuum concentration of juice. The soft drthk industry 

was willing to accept concentrates which wore inferior in 
flavor by present standards. They were able to do this 

because they added citric acid, sugar, and a fairly large 
quantity of the peel oil, which quite effectively masked 

the pasteurized taste. The soft drink industry has 
learned better methods since World War II and is now bene- 
fttthg from the superior concentrates now being produced, 

?reeze-Drflng of Blood Plasma 

The evaporation at below freezing temperatures of 

24 

have an outlet for their lower grade fruit, and this has 

been a strong stimulus in establishing the canned citrus 
tiles industry. The advantage of procesathg orange juice 

of any kind is that fruit or oft' size or with skin 
blemishes can be used. This type of raw product has juice 

of an equal quality with that of the better grades going 
into fresh aarkets. 
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blood plasma is one of the research stories of World
War II. It was natural that when the war was over, many
persons operating in this field looked for larger volume
commercial uses for the so-called "Presze-Drying Process."
Orange juice was one of the attractive possibilities. The

group working in this field made their share of mistakes
Their basic mistake was the idea of carrying the orange

juice powder by freeze-drying all the way to dryness. The

powder was to be sold in consumer packages through the
grocery stores.

There were several handicaps to carrying out this
idea, In the first place, the process was very costly.
This factor alone might not have been an unsurmountable

obstacle, because, theoreticaLLy, it was possible to
reduce the cost of the process. There also was an impor-

tant psychological disadvantage to the product. The

housewife waa inclined to be a little skeptical. It was
quito difficult to convince her that a yellow powder added
to water would produce real orange juice with full nutri-
tional qualities,

Several firms spent large amounts of money in
asearch on the powder, but only one of them switched fron

the powder to the frozen concentrate and became successful
in the field. This firm was the National Research Cor-
poration in Boston, which formed a subsidiary to



manufacture orange juice powder., by the freeze-drying
method. This plant when built was very expensive and had
a high potential capacity. Unfortunately, many manufac-

turing difficulties were experienced.
In the experience of the General Foods Corporation,

no matter how careful they were in producing orange juice
powder on a laboratory basis by the freeze-drying process,
they were never able to return quality in the finished
product unless they kept it hermetically sealed in an

atmosphere of inert gas at 00 P. In that way their best
powders held up fairly well for as long as six months.

The experience of the National Research Corporation

a a good example of why industrial research may be prof-
itable to some tndustriea, In spite of making what might
be described as a commercial failure in putting their
money initially on the powdered product, the National
Research Corporation was able to turn this failure to
advantage because in developing their process, they had
also developed high capacity, low-temperature evaporators
of unique design. Consequently, when market tests on the
frozen concentrated product turned out successfully, they
were able to start production in their evaporators on a
large scale and get into the market quickly. Initially
this firm marketed its product through Snow Crop Marketers.

The following year the relationship between the two
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companies was dissolved and Snow Crop, being convinced at

this time of the merits of the new product, started out to
develop production facilities of its own. Vacuum Foods,

the subsidiary of the National Research Corporation, in
turn set out to develop their own sales organization.
This firm which markets its product under the trade name
of "Minute Maid" is now one of the three important organi

zationa in the manufacture and distribution of frozen con

centrated orange juice.

Ths Advance of Nutritional Knowledge

Very few food industries owe more to advances in

nutritional knowledge than the citrus industry. Nutri.'

tional information has not only stimulated the sales ot
processed citrus products, but the consumption of fresh

fruit as well. It might be said that one reason for the
populavity of citrus products is their recognition as an
excellent source of vitamin C,

The other products competing with frozen orange

concentrate are primarily fresh fruit and canned juice.
Frozen concentrate has a convenience advantage over fresh
fruit because the juice is ready a soon as the concerz-
trate is mixed with water. The cost of frozen concentrate
compares favorably ritb both fresh and canned juice. ven-

tually, it is believed that sales promotion costs will be
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reduced and economies in freight and container costs will
omo into full play.

When compared with frozen single-etrength juice

there is a convenience factor In frozen concentrate as
wall as superiority In flavor. The flavor in a 4-to-].
concentrate seems to stand up in zero temperatures better
than does the flavor of frozen single-strength juice.
There is an economic advantage of concentrate over single

strength also, Inasmuch as with modern evaporating equip-
merit it Ia cheaper to evaporate water than to store and
pay freight Ori It. There is also a reduction of approzi-
mately 50 per cent in the container coats (22, p.16).

When compared with canned juice the frozen conceri-

trate enjoys no advantage in convenience. There is very
little advantage in nutritional qualities, but there is a
definite advantage In flavor. All experience indicates
that any time orange juice is beat processed, irreparable
damage is done to the flavor,

Frozen concentrate is almost as convenient as the
canned product. It has a substantial advantage in flavor
and a].ao one other minor advantage. When purchased it 10

cold arid must be kept cold while it is in the kitchen,
The result is that when the concentrate is mixed with
three parts of tap water, it is about the right tempera-
ture for drinking. This is a minor advantage but it may
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contribute to the popularity of the concentrate.
The consistency in flavor of fresh juice and frozen

concentrate is described in a Consumers Research report
(10, p.6).

"As critical consumers are well aware, early
oranges do not compare in flavor or general
de8irability with tboe marketed at the height
of the season. It is obvious, therefore, that
the frozen juice packed t a time when or*ng
are at their beat will be more palatable than
juice packed when oranges are not at their
prime."

These seem to be the factors that made frozen con-
centrate such a success in the grocery field. This prod-

t illustrates the importance of balance between the
a of price, convenience, flavor, and nutrition.

Unsolved Problems

There are still some problems in frozen concen-
trated orange juice which remaIn to be solved. There Is

still some misunderstanding among housewives regarding

keeping qualities of frozen canned goods. Can companies

and the canning industry have thoroughly sold the customer
on the idea that she can keep products in a tin container
on the shelf under all kitchen conditions. As a result,
quite often someone buys a few cans of this frozen product
and places them on the kitchen shelf, Since the product
is not sterile, microorganisms in the juice produce gas



room temperature. The resu1tin pressure may cause the
can to exp1odo

The big problem in the production of a sUperior
frozen concentrated orange juice is the retention of top
aroma and avoidance of peel oil In the product. Th

retention of top juice aroma La a difficult problem. One

of the reasons that a concentrate keeps better than
8ing1e-strengtb juice is that it contains oriinaU only
10 per cent of the typical flowery aroa of fresh juice.
The straigkit juice contains all of the aroru and when this
changes ohenically, it is somewhat objectionable, T

change goes on progressively, even at zero temperature
but it goes on so slowly that for the first six iouths
storage it is difficult to detect any change.

The problera of quality control in the in4ustr
important. The ral oods Corporation ttas found it
necessary to develop skilled taste panels by selectir;
from a large roup, persons who are the ost discrimi
nating in their ability to detect differences in the flav'
of citrus juices, In ee1ectir, this panel it has been
necessary to guard against getting persons wbo are reL*1ar
consumers of canned orange juice. These persons have

developed a tolerance, if not a preference for jutes eon
taming a large amount of peel oil, Experience indicates,
however, that consumers generally do not desire more than
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a minimum of peel oil.

In the concentration process, 90 per cent of the
juice goes through the evaporator and this results in &
thorough cleanup of peel oil. It is necessary to watch
the other 10 per cent of unevaporated juice to see that
it contains a minimuzn of peel ol]. since once this oil gets
into the juice, it is impossible to remove later without
damaging the flavor.



The production record of frozen concentrated orange

juice after the war can be matched by few other similar

industries, This production has become a major outlet for
the nation's orange crop (Table 1).

In the period 1946-50 the citrus industry was in

the midst of a significant change because of the develop-
merit of the frozen concentrate. Growers, investors, and
marketing agencies tbx'oughout the various channels of

trade were re-evaluating their positions. Concentrators

and many growers were optimistic and enthusiastic about

this new product. Other agricultural producers were con-

cerned over the possible loss of at least a part of their

markets as the new product sought a share of the con-

sumer's food dollar. In a few short years frozen concen.
trated orange juice became an important new factor in the
citrus industry,

Commercial manufacture of frozen concentrated

orange juice began in Florida in the 1945-46 season. Dur-

ing the first twelve months, production of the 4-to-i con-

centrate was 226,000 gallons (Table 1). This comprised

only one-fifth of 1 per cent of the United States orange
crop in that season (19, p.17).

PRODUCTION RECORD OF FROZEN CONCENTRATE

Beginning of Commercial Production
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Yearly Increases

After 1946 production of the new product increased
rapidly. Production was more than doubled in the next

season, quadrupled in 1947-48 arid then in 1948-49 jumped

lire times the previous year's level. Production dur-

that season amounted to slightly over 12 million gal-
lons, not including small quantities of concentrated,
blended orange and grapefruit juice. This production

absorbed ten million boxes of oranges or about 11 per cent
of the total crop. Canning took about 29 per cent of the
1948-49 orange crop and fresh use accounted f or nearly
60 per cent. The frozen concentrate outlet is estimated
to have taken about 22 per cent of the 1949-50 orange crop.

Table 1. Production of Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice
In Florida and California 1945-50 *

1945-46 : 226 0 226
1946-47 : 589 0 559
1947-48 : 1,936 437 2,373
1948-49 : 10,233 : 1,963 : 12,196
1949-50 : 21,577 : 2,500 / : 24,0??

(In Thousands of Gallons

U. S. Dept. of agriculture, bureau of AgrIcultural
Economics

f Industry estimate / Preliminary
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Season

1948-49
1949-50

Frozen Concentrate Canned Fresh

14% 32% 54%
31% 40%

4

The citrus season In Florida extends from September

through July. Frozen concentrated orange juice in that

ate is packed from December through June. California
packs frozen concentrated juice only during the Valencia
siason which extends from April through October.

In the 1948...49 season frozen concentrate took about

14 per cent of the Florida oranges, canning about 32 per
cent, and fresh use about 54 per cent, With the 1949-50

orange season In Florida nearly completed In mid-June,
frozen concentrate utilized about 31 per cent of that
State's oranges, canning about 29 per cent, and fresh use
about 40 per cent, (19, p.18).

Since the product is four times the strength of
fresh orange juice, the 12 million gallons produced in
1948-49 was equal to about 48 million gallons of single
strength juice or about 14 millIon cases of 24 No. 2 cans.
In the earns season, the pack of canned orange juice
amounted to 19 million oaee of 24 No. 2 cans and that of
blended orange and grapefruit juIce, 11 million oases. In

addition, the equivalent of about 150,000 cases of frozen
single..strength orange juice was produced in California
(15, p.10).
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Production of the concentrate was confined to
Florida exclusively during the first two seasons and that
State still produce. the bulk of the product marketed. In

1948-49, for' example, Florida produced more than 10 mil-

lion gallons and California produced almost 2 million gal.
lens The fros.n orange concentrato manufactured during

th. 1947'.48 season and th. two seasons following was

paok.4 mainly in 6-ounce can. for sale by retail stores.
California, having historically marketed most of

iti fruit infresh form, was rather slow in adopting ths
new frozen concentrate process, Commercial production in

California began in the summer of 1948 with 437,000 gal-
lons the first season. Since its introduction, production
has rapidly expanded in C alit oz'nia.

\ariufacture of frozen concentrated orang. juice in
Florida in the 1949-50 season was more than double the
1948-49 output. Through June 17, 1950, over 21 million
gallons were produced in that State (1]., p.?) Production

in California in 1949-50, drawing from the Valencia crop,
was 25 per cent over' the preceding years output.

During the 1945-46 and 1946-47 seasons when th

possibilities for the new product wre being explored, the
frozen concentrate was distributed mainly through the
hotel, restaurant, and 5oda-fountain trade.. The consumer

response to th. new product was so favorable that in
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1947.48, considerable quantities were distributed through
retal.l etoz'es to household consumers, The product rapidly
gained a following even though supplies of fresh oranges
and cannsd orange juice were large and were moving slowly
to oxi*umers at prices sharply lower than during wartime.

Consumption per person (19, p.19) during.the
1948.49 season was nearly three pounds, singlestrength
basis (Figure 4), In the same season, consumption of
canned single-strength orange juice wee about tour pounds
per person. The consumption of all citrus juices combined
was about 10* pounds (juice equivalents) per person in
that same year. The increase in consumption of frozen
orange concentrate over the previous season about offee
the decrease in canned citrus juice.

Frozen concentrated orange juice has been sold in
retail, stores at prioai competitive with both fresh
oranges and canned orange juice. In 190, popular brands
of the 6-ounce can sold at retail at prices ranging from
22 to 30 cents. This means that the concentrate diluted
to inglei.atrengtb cost the consumers a little over one
cent p.r ounce. In other words, a glass of four ounces

erved for breakfast coats four to five cents. This 00$

a approximately the same as that of other fruit juices
p.11),

With the growth in output and popularity of the
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frozen citrus concentrate,. distribution of the product has

become more widespread. A nation-wide survey conducted in
1949 by Industrial Surveys Cc., Inc., for the United

States Department of Agriculture revealed that frozen oon

centratod orange juice was being handled by a rapidly
increasing percentage of retail stores (19, p.13). Of the
2 tores surveyed, about 17 per cent carried the product in
April, 24 per cent in August, and 31 per cent in November
1949. In contrast, 84 per cent of the stores carried
canned orange juice in November 1949. This survey showed
that the frozen orange concentrate was least available in
stores doing a relatively small volume of business, in

stores located in small cities and towns, and in stores in
the 8outh. 3ut even among such stores, the percentage
carrying the frozen orange concentrate doubled during 1949.

More than twice as many household consumers pur-
chased frozen concentrated, orange juice in April 1950 than
in April 1949, Accordin to the survey of a nattonal
sample of household consumers conducted by Industrial
Surveys Co., Inc. The proportion (14 per cent) of fan
lies who bought the product in AprIl 1950 was the highest
recorded up to that tIme (19, p.19). The percentage of
families purchasing frozen orange concentrate exceeded 19

per cent (1, p.6) in October of 1950 (Figure
The rapid growth of the frozen orange concentrate
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industry is the result largely of the favorable reception
accorded the new product by consumers. The ease and
quicknea with which the new juice can be prepared for
consumption and its freshlike flavor, together with its
reasonable price, rapidly won it place on the breakfast
menu. On the production end, the cost of tin cans was
less than one-half the coat of packing an equivalent
amount or single-strength juice in 18-ounce cans. Less

storage space was required and the smaller volume could
be transported at a considerable saving. Expansion in

production, distribution, and hence consumption has grown

with the construction of new concentrating plants, instal-
lation of frozen food cabinets in retail stores, arid more

and better refrigerators in homes.
WitI. increased plant capacity, production in

Florida reached a peak weekly output of more than 1.3 mil-
lion gallons of frozen orange concentrate in the 1949-50
sason. Additional plants were built in California in

1950 to process the Valencia crop. The first plant in
Texas will be ready to begin processing in the 1950-51
season.



SALEZ TREND AND CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE

Availability

When a now product is to be introduced to household
Consumers, the scope and area of distribution is an impor-
ant consideration. The distributors of frozen concen-

trated orange juice decided to introduce it area by area
as they did not have a sufficient quantity to supply the
entire country. It was 8old first in the thickly popu-
lated Northeast and next in the North Contra]. States.
Later it was sold in other parts of the country as addi-
tional supplies became available.

Upon the basis of a nationwide saiplo of stores
p.10), it is estimated that about two out of five

au grocery stores had frozen concentrated orange juice
available in August, 1950, compared with only one out of
tour in August 1949. In August 19O, availability of
frozen concentrated orange juice was most frequent in
gtores in the North Central and Pacific regions, in store
units of the three largest chains, and in store unite do-
ng an annual volume of business oxceedin. 500,000.

Frozen concentrates were also more widely distributed in
medium and large cities than in cities of less than 10,000
population.
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Regional Consumption Fattern

Consumer acceptance of frozen concentrated orange

juice has been favorable when judged in terms of sales.
Since its introduction, household purchases of this prod

;t have increased nearly every month. In 1949 purchases

advanced from 227,000 gallons in January to 1,024,000
gallons in December. Rousehold consumers bought 1,865,000

ions in October 1950 (7, p.134).
Up to the end of 1850, purchases of frozen concen

trated orange juice were larger in some areas than otbers
In the second quarter of 1950, 56 per cent of all house-.
hold purchases were made in the northeastern part of the
United States. The next highest region, the North Central
States, accounted for only 24 per cent. These regions are
characterized by a largely urban population and, combined,
they contain about 58 per cent of the United States popu-.
lation ('7, p.136). When household purchases are viewed

again on per capita basis, the regional pattern is again
very definite. Per capita household consumption in the
Northeast was 2 times as high as in the Central States-a
the next highest region during the second quarter of 1950.
Du.ring tiie period, the regional distribution of household
purchases per 1,000 capita were: Northeast, 52 gallons;
North Central States, 21 gallons; Pacific States, 17
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gallons; Mountain and Southeast, 15 gallons; and Southern 

States, 9 gallons (11, p.10). High fantly-purchase rates 

are associated with availability in the retail outlets and 

the presence of refrigerators in the homes. When these 

reas of relatively low consumption gain increased hand- 

ing facilities and greater sales promotion, they may 

approach per capita purchases comparable to that already 
achieved in many large cities, The one exception may be 

the southern part of the United States where incomes are 

normally lower than in other sections. 

Fa.milZ Buying Practtce.s 

Household purchases of frozen concentrated orange 

juice are related to various family characteristics 

(11, p.11). Families living in large citiesover 500,000 

population--purchase more frozen concentrated orange juice 

than those living in smaller communities or on farms, 

About half of the large city families use it at least 

occasionally compared with about one-third in the smaller 

cities and one out of twelve among tarni families. 

Household purchases of frozen concentrated orange 

juice are also related to family income. Among high- 

income families, the proportion purchasing this product is 

greater than the proportion among low-income families. In 

this respect purchases of frozen concentrated orange juice 



dlfler from purchases of canned juices which are riot so
closely related to family income.

Family composition affects the purchasing of the
concentrated juice. A larger proportion of the families
with children purchase it than thos, without children.
The proportion is highest among families with children
under six years of age (7 p.138).

These family characteristics give an indication of
some of the factors that affect the conawnptton of frosan
concentrated orang. juice, Consideration of these and the
regional distribution of purchase8 may indicate the poten.
tial market expansion through directed sales promotion.

Retail Cost Comparison Canned Orange Juice
ozen Conoaritrate

The Bureau of Labor Statistics collected monthj
retail prices of frozen concentrated orange juice and
single-strength canned juice in six large cities of the
United Statis from September 1949 through June 1950
(14, poi3), Average prices computed from this data meas.

ure changes in unit costs to consumers (Tab].a 2). These

averages are not necessarily average prices for the United
States.

A 6ounoe can of frozen concentrated juice will
make 24 ouncs oX' singlestrength orange juice. The same



quantity of sing1eati'sngtb. juice that is contained in a
No. 2 cane which contains 18 ounces, can be made from
threeu.tourtha of a can of frozen concentrated juice, Tb

cost of this frozen juice would be tbz'ses.fourtha of the
cost of a 6.-ounce can.

Table 2. Retail Prices of Canned Single.-strength
Orange Juice and of an Equivalent Quantity of
Stngle"strength Jutes Made from Frozen Co
centrated Orange Juioe,* 6.-city Average,

September 1949-June 1950
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Centi

I.
and

Month

1949
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

1950

Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

n concentrated ora
quivalent of No. 2

of s ingle.-s trength
uic.

CentB Cents

* U, 8. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultura
Economics

Prices are simple averages of Bureau of Labor Statistics
prices in six oitte.--Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, New
York, Pittsburgh, and St, Louis.

nL jutes
* b-OUnOe
z can

In the first half of the ten-month period for which

22 2
22 3
21,7

21
21 6
20

28.8
28.8
27,2

18.6 18.3 24 4

19.5 19 4 25.9
20.0 21.7 28.919 4 22,7 30.5
19,3 221 29.4
19 1 21 2 28
19.0 21.0 29.0



According to a Consumers Research survey (9, p.12)

using Florida and Ca1.jfornj* oranges available in N..
Jersey at the end of January 1950, the coat per serving of
fresh juice ranged from five cents to twelve cents for a
tour.ounce serving. Small Florida pineapple oranges sel"

Ltng at 29 cents a dozen provided the five..cent serving.

The twelve..cent serving r'efleotsd the cost of juice from

California Navel oranges.

Compared with these prices, frozen concentrated

orange, juice could be obtained in that area at a cost of
a little over four cents * serving. This price was based
on an averag, cost of 25 cents p.r 6ounce can of frozen.
concentrate.

in the period January 1949 through September 1950,

the average price paid by householders in the United
Statsa for frozen concentrated orang. juice varied between

25.7 and 28.0 cents per' 6'ounce can (Figure 5). In
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these aix cities are available, the cost of

ed singl.'stz'sngtb juic. in No. 2 cans averaged higher

the cost of an equal quantity of aingle*itrength
juice made from frozen concentrated juice. Zn the second

half of this period the reverse was true.



in purchases of fresh oranges,
juice, and frosen concentrated orange juice

are compared In Figure 8, Data for the processed products
have been converted to fresh-orange equivalents (1, p.8)
on the basis of nine oranges equalling 24 ounces of canned
juice or one 6-ounce can of frozen concentrated juice. A

comparison of purchases in August 1950 with those in
August 1949 (Figure 7) shove that household purchases of

oranges and orange juice for the month were about 6.4 mil
lion (11, p.11) dozen greater in 1950. This Increase con
aists of a gain of about 7.8 million equivalent dozens In
the form of frozen concentrated orange juice. This

thorease was partially offset by small reductions in

47

October 1950 there was a sharp drop In prices. Housow

holders paid an average of 22,3. cents per 6-ounce can

during that month. This decline in prices may indicate
that for the first time processors had a larger supply on
hand than they believed they could dispose of before the
new season began. In October 1950 there was * 27 per cent
increase In household consumption accompanied by a 13 per

cent decrease in price. This elasticity of demand for the
new product was an indication of the etfiotivenesa o
drop In price as a method of incresaing sales.

Chanee in Consumption
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purchases of canned single-strength juice and fresh
oranges. This change indicates that frozen concentrated
orange juice may bcome an effectivo factor in lesseuing
the usual ewer decline in purchases of orange prod.

ucts,
It is estimated that during October 1950, house.,

hold consumers in the United States bought nearly 39 per
cent of their oranges in fresh form, 23 per cent in canned
ingle'strength jute., and 38 per cent in frozen concen
trated juice, In October 1949, total purchases (11, p.1)
re distributed as to11owa fresh oranges, 50 per cent;

eannid eingle.atrength juice, 25 per cent; and frozen con
centrated jute., 28 per cent (Figure 6).

Tyas of Containers

The first breakdown of the pack by size of oon

was made at the end of the 1947.48 season. In that
son about 68 per cent of th. output was in email-sized

cane, mainly 6uounoe (6, p.26). The percentage of the
pack in that size can rose to 80 per cent in the 1948..49
sason, Estimates for the 19495Q season indicate that

thor. was no percentage change from the previous year.
Containers ranging from above six ounces through 32 ounces
accounted for' 20 per cent of the 1947'..48 pack, 15 per cent
of the 1948-49 and about 12 per cent of the 1949-50 pack.



Vitamin C and ascorbic acid are synonymous terms for the
same chemical substance.

6

Almost .1.1 of the &liouflCe pack reaches the consumer

in lithographed tins. Only one or two companies in the

1949.50 season used brIght cans to which paper labels were

later applied.

Vitamin C Retention

Control laboratory data compiled by technicians at

the Vacuum Foods Corporation plant at Plymouth, Florida,

suggest that the nutritional valu, of orange juice recon.

stitutect from frosen concentrated juice is slightly higher

than that of fresh juIce (17, p.110).

Their reason for the higher ascorbic acid1 content

was that the final product when reconstituted was still

more concentrated than the fr.sb juice. Accordingly, the

solubli solids arid ascorbic acid ware higher in the reconw

stituted product (Figure 8),

The data cover a production period of seven months

during the 1947.48 season, This represent. frequent daily

determinations of the ascorbic acid content of frsah juice
and the reconstituted oono.ntz'ate. The ascorbic acid

determinations, which totaled 1,432, were made during the

processing of approximately one million boxes of fruit.

The mean of those determinations was calculated as a dali
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average, which was in turn averaged for each month of
operation,

The magnitude of the difference between the mean

ascorbic acid oontsnt of fresh juice and reconstituted
concentrate fluctuated considerably trom month to month,

This fluctuation reflects the variation in soluble solids
content caused by vari.ta3. and rootatock differences.

In January 1950, a Consumers Union publication

(8, p.17) reported on tests for vitamin C content of fresh
orange juice and frozen ooncentrated juice. These tests
indicated that the reconstituted frozen concentrate con
tamed an average of 40 milligrams of ascorbic acid per
100 grams of juice as compared with 45 milligrams per 100
grams of fresh orang, juice.

apparent that these two separate experiments
do not agree as to final results. However, it is quite
possible that In the experiment at the Vacuum Foods Cor-
poration plant, the company was producing a slightly more

concentrated product than the average for the entire
industry. If this supposition is valid, then the experi-
ment reported by the Consumers Union publication is more

likely correct for th. industry as a whole,
Both experiments indicate that the vitamin C con-

tent of reconstituted frozen concentrated juice varies
only a small degree from fresh juice. This information is
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of signiticarioe to useza.*parttoulsz'].y hospitals, diett.
clans, and parents who d.p.nd on this product as a princi
pal source of vitawin C for infants &nd children.



Processing
or Packing

Freight to
New York

COMPARATIVE MARKETI1G CHARGES

Procesatn and Freight Cost Comparison

Detailed costa of marketing California oranges n

various forms are not avail&bl. at the date of this srit-
trig. A specific comparison of Florida marketing costs is

indicated by studies made b the Department of Agrtcul

tural Eoonomios at the University of P1oria in 1950
(23, p.109).

Table $. Cost of Marketing Florida Oranges Based
on a 90"lb. Box Yielding 5 Gallons of Juice

Fresh Fruit Canned Juice Prosen Concentrate
(one box) l3.7 46-os.) S25.9 6oz. cans)

$ 3

0 .49

1 04
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Th. detailed costs s shown in Table 3 canno

applied as such to the markóting of California oranges.
Labor and material costs in California would not be the
same, Freight charges on vigtern railroads for a compa
rable distance would be basd on a different schedule.

Tb. same weight and bulk relationship would, how-i

ever, apply to Ca1t.tornia production. On this basis, i
ii believed that the same general cost relationship would



result it detailed marketing costa of California oranges
were dstirrntned.

A statement by one of the officials of the Cali-
fornia Fruit Growars Exchange indicates the change taking

place in the type of freight shipments.
"The change in utilization of oranges

greatly affects other segments in our economy as
well as the industry itself It has been vitally
important to the railroads, for example, that
fruit be handled in theli' fresh or natural state0
The equivalent of ten carloads of fresh oranges
can now be moved in one oar of frozen orange con-
centrate." (52, p.230)

Methods of Transportation

ukettng trosen concentrated orange Juice, it
is important that a satisfactory temperature be maintained
as the product moves through th. channels of trade. The

industry believes that it would be best if the concentrate
which ii frozen at zero or below in the plant, could be
kept at that temperature until it is prepared for serving.
In actual practice, the temperature of the product is
allowed to change several times before reaching the con
sumer. Keeping th. temperature within reasonable limits
is an important consideration in the transportation, ware
housing and retail displa7 of this product,

Although many shippers do not consider it *fl

entirely satisfactory method, frozen foods have been
shipped in ordinary end..bunker ioeretrigerated cars since
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the frozen food industry began inl9O. Some railroads

have been experimenting with mechanical refrigeration, but

the number of theae cars in operation is very small.

There are indications that the number of mechanically

refrigerated railroad cars will increase as technological

improvements are developed.

There are many conflicting views on the relative

merits of rail and truck transportation. In 1947 and

1948, the frozen orange concentrate tridustrr depended more
on rail than truck transportation. But in the 1949...50

season, approximately half of the Florida production was
moved by truck (U, p.9). On the basis at the service now
available, many shippers use motortruck transportations
The industry believes that storage temperatures above zero

mfu3. to the quality of frozen concentrated orange

Properly equipped trucks are able to maintain the
desired low temperatures. On distances of a thousand
miles or less, motortrucics take less time than rail trans..
portation The trucks offer direct delivery to more than
one point. The cost of shipping by motortruck is gener
ally higher th*n shipping by rail.

A motoxtruck can carry only a little more than halt
th. load of a railway cix, but many shippers believe that
this is an advantage. A problem facing small distributors
of frozen juices is the large investment in inventories



that is necessary when buying full carload Iota. With no

way to hedge against changes in price, the email die tn-

butor would rather buy in iegss.than.scarload quantities
even though he may have adequate storage facilities for

larger volumei. Rail stops for partial unloading are not
satisfactory because of the higher rate for less-than-

carload shipments. There is also the necessity of rebrac-

lug the load and. re.ining after each stop. This delay

results in fluctuating temperatures.

Of the factors favoring the use or trucks for baul.

tug frozen concentrated orange juice, maintaining thó

temperature seems to be th. most importtnt. Improvetitente

in rail transportation, though slow in coming, may elimi-

n*te the temperature advantage no. enjoyed by motortruck

carriers.

Conaevation of Metals

Concentrators of frozen orange juice are not seri-
ously concerned about obtaining cans during the present
emergency. The use of 6-ounce frozen concentrate cans,
when compared to cans f or single-strength canned
juice, conserves essential metals. The No. 3 can of
single-strength orange juice contains 46 ounces or two

ounces less than two reconstituted cans of frozen concen
trate. owevr, the No, 3 can uses a little over three
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the amount of tin and steel of one 6-ounce can
p.26), Also, the No. 2 can, holding 18 ounces, does

not contain as much juice as & 6ounce can which yields
24 ounces it U twice as much steel and tin.,

If steel and tin supplies become very short, specie
ticationa can b changed to produc. an inside-enameled can
for concentrates. This would reduce the amount of tin
needed,.

Another obvious advantage of concentrates is that
shipping space and weight can be saved during an emergency,
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There were approximately 237,000 bearing acres of

orange groves in California in 1950 (2, p.2). Of this
acreage, 24 per cint is in Orange County, 22 par ent In
Los Angeles County, 17 per cent in Tulara County, 16 p.r
cent in San Bernardino County, 9 per cent In Ventura
County, 6 par cent in Riverside County, 3 per cent in

60

ThE CA IP'ORNIA ORANGE C ONCENTRATE INDUSTRY

Location of Concentrating, Plants

Frozen concentrated orange juice production began

in California in 1947 (Table 4). The two plants operating

that year were Bireley's Division of General Foods Cor'
poration at Hollywood and Pure Fruit Juices, Incorporated
at La Rabra. In tb. following year two mcx's concentrating
plants began production. These plants were Cal.Grove

Products Company at Covina and Citrus Products
Company at Brea,

1949, production was started at Real Gold Citrus
Products, Anaheim. In 1950, industry was further
increased by Exchange Orange Products at Ontario, Golden

Citrus Juices at Fullerton, aid Paramount Citrus Associs's
tion at San Fernando. The map locatIon of these plants is
shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: MkP OF SOUTIRN CALIFORNIA SHOWING PROCESSING PLkNT
LOCATIONS AND ORANGE ACREAGE BY COUNTIES

Los AnRees-

A--Iireley's Division
5--Pure Fruit Juices, Inc.
C--Hart's Citrus ProJucts Co.
2--Golden Citrus J1ices, Inc.
E--Cal-Grove Products Co.
F--Paran.ount Citrus Association
0--Real Gold Citrus Products Co.
H--ExchanCe Orarne Products Co.

County Acreae--Ir Tiousands of' Acres

Can jero

50.5 d



Parent F

Date of Fjrst
Cornthercial
Concentrate Pack:
Source ofProc

Location: Rollywoad

Biroley's Exc.
Division Ora e Prots,

General Foods
C oi'porat ion

1947

E others

(Continued on the following page)

Ontario

California Fruit
Growers xchange

50

90%

"Minute Maid"
"Birda Eye"

Golden Citrus
JUtCSSb Inc.

Fullerton
American
Fruit Growers

1950

Amer icari
Fruit Growers

60%

40%

NB1US Goose"

"SnOW Crop"
!Flav'.R.Pac"

250

Hart's Citrus
Products Co.

Bz'óa

1949

Various

40%

60%

"Plowing Gold"
"Hart's1t

"PLCtSuest"
"F1avRPao"

200

Table 4. ozan Orange Concentrate Packer of Calitornia*

Pack Sold
Under Own Label: i00%

Pack Sold Under
Biyer*' Labs].:

Own Brand: "Birdi Eye'

Buyera' Labels*

Ca acity er .Jour
Ga?lons 460



Plant Location:
Parent rin:

Date of Fiz'st
Commerc ia].
Concentrate Pack:

Source of
Raw Proaict:

Pack Sold
t1ndr Own Label:

Pack Sold Undsr
y,rs' Labelt

Own Brand:

Buyers' Labels:

Table 4, Frozen Orange Concentrate Packers ot California (Continued)

Pare Fruit
Juices Inc.

La Habra

"Cold Gold"

lea edergreen"
"Locker-Pak"

Capacity p Hours
Gallons 4JBrix: 125
* Western Canner and Packer, Octob

Real Gold
C itru

Mutual Orange
Distributors

10%

"Real Gold"

Paramount
Citrus Asn.

C al-Grove
Products Co.

San Fornando Covina

Daxiere 1-
Allison Co.

-0-
"Cal-Fame"

70%

"Cal-Grove"

"Minute Maid"
PiotSweet"

1947 1949 1950 1948

CFGE,MOD, APG, I!OD Own Orchards Various
Iridep. Growers

30% 90% l00%

550 200 300
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San Disgo County, and the balance of 3 per cent in other
areas, AU of the countjes named, except Tulare, lie
outh of the T.hachapt range of bills.

The citrus farmer., like other agricultural pro

ducere, have many production problims. One of these is
the weather, Growers must be on the alert to protect
their crops from fressing temperatures during the months
of Ootober through Karob. The smudg. pot bias been the

main defense used in the past, The nightly frost warning
service, provided by som. California radio stations,
inform, the farmers when smudge pots are needed. More

modern methods of prouc ing and disseminating heat are
being developed and tested.

Insects and diseases are some of the other serious
difficulties faced by the citrus groi The long, warm

California summers provide suitable incubation periods for
a wide variety of pests, Some of the insects and diseases
damage only ths fruit, while others are injurious to the
trees. The growers combat these insects and diseases with
different type. of inasotic ides and fungicide.. The

annual cost of these products is measured in millions of
dollars (6, p.23).

Cultivation, weed control, irrigation, and the
labor supply needed in harvesting of the crops, are addi
tional matters of concern to the citrus farmer., The
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n concentrate packers give attention to these prob
bcauai a good crop is essential to their operations.

The plant field men work closely with the producers in
meeting and overcoming these problems

An additional factor important to the Southern
California frozen concentrate business is that of control
of the citrus acreage, In some areas of the nation, and
with some crops, a packer may have the option of dealing
with any of hundreds of individual growers, all operating
independently. 8outhern California citrus marketing,
however, is concentrated in the hands of relatively few
major concerns.

The California Fruit Growers Exchange controls

approxiniate].y 75 p.r cent of th. entire orange aoreage of
the State. Mutual Orange Distributors, a second eoopera
tive, controls 10 par cent of the acreage. American Fruit
Growers is the third largest factor. Of the total 237,000
aores, only 30,000 acres ar. operated by independent
growers (6, p.23).

Th. first consid.: tion 0 any California frozen
concentrate packer is to obtain a reliable supply of raw

product. All but three of the packers now in the business
have that assurance through the ownership of groves.



Proc a

The season on Valencia oranges usually starts in
the latter part of April and extends through October.
Oranges for frozen concentrate are transported to the
processing plants by truck and trailer or by rail cars.
The fruit is inspected on arrival &t the plant to eiimi*
nate poor quality raw product, After inspection, the
oranges are carried by belt oonveyora to temporary storage
bins. Samples from each load are taken to th. plant lab.'
oratory to be analysed for quality factors,

Sohedul.s for blending are arranged ir the orange

variations make this practice desirable. Oalitornta
oranges have a higher acid content than Florida orangis.
This higher aojd content La caused by environmental tac
tora in the growing of the fruit. If the plants receive
some fruit of high-acid content, this must be blended with
fruit of low-acid content, The criteria of good orange
juice is the proper ratio of acid to sugar content.
United States Department of Agricultur, standards fo
grade A frozen concentrated orange juice specify that no
sugar shall be added. Pox' this reason the ug*r..acid
ratio of grads A orang. juice can be adjusted only by the
blending of the natural raw product.

The oranges are discharged from the storage bins on

66
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to conveyor systems which carry them through washers in
the washers, the oranges are immersed in detergent solus-
tions and then scrubbed with mechanical brushes (Figure 10

After washing, the fruit 1. rinsed by overhead sprays of
water, Next the product is inspected on conveyor belts
and given an additional washing in water containing a

small quantity of chlorine. Later they are size-graded
for efficient extraction of the juice.

Several types of juice extractors are used in the
Californl.a industry. Some plants us mechanical reemore

in which the fruit is first halved and then the halves are
pressed against spinning burrs (Figure 13. and 12).
Another typ. of macbin, inserts & tube into the orange and
then squeezes the orange so that the juice discharges
through the tubing. A third type of extractor halves the
fruit, flattens it and outs away the pulp. The pulp is
th*n pressed to release the juice.

Stainless steel tubes receive the juice which is
divided into two flows--one representing about 90 per cent
of the volume and the other the balance. The larger quan-
tity is strained through a fine-screen finisher, producing
a relatively clear liquid, The smaller flow of juice goes
through a unit with a coarser screen thus retaining a
portion of the pulp and juice sacs,

The clear juic. is pumped into tanks from which it



Figure 10: ORANGES BEING WASFED AND RINSED (Courtesy Bireley's)
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is supplied to the evaporator in a constant flow. The

pulpy juice, with seeds and large pulp removed goes

through cooling equipment which reducies the temperature to
about 340 F, It is then stored in a refrigerated holding
tank,

Concentrating and Freesizig

There are two major types of evaporatj.n,g equipnent
used in the California frosen concentrate operations.
These units are the Mojonnier evaporator and the Roward
evaporator.

In the Mojonnier evaporator (Pigure 13) the clear
juice is subjected to a vacuum of about 29 inches of mer.
oury. The juoe is concentrated from about 130 3rix to
550 Brix. This conoentratin.g process is accomplished at
a temperature not exceeding 600 J,

The Howard te is designed to achteve th* same

Ic result, However, the ooncsntrating is done in tbr
stage a instead of one as in the Mo jonnier evaporator.

Regardless of the evaporation method used, the oons
centrated juice is discharged into blending or standardi..
zing tanks. These are usually colc.-wa1l units which chill
the product, At the same time it is mixed with the pulpy
unprocessed juice until the standard 420 Brix is reached,
The standArdized juice is then pumped to mechanical





tilling and doubleaean3ing ,qutprn.nt (Pture 14).
Tho final processing operation is hard-freezing.

Various type* of air-blast tunnels aze used for this pur
pus.. Temperatures down to a.300 . are maintained in
these units (Piure 15). The temperature of' the concen-
trate can be reduced to Q0 F, in less than two hours,
a trnnperature of' ° F, the concentrate can be

stored or transported to rnarket.



Figure 14: FILLING MACHINE FOR 6-OUNCE CANS (Courtesy Bireleyts)
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE CALIFORNIA ORANGE INDUSTRY.

The California Fruit Growers Exchange has tradi'
tionaily marketed its orang rop in fresh form. While

other food brokers ware advertiing their products in

multi.coloz'ed cans arid packages, the California Fruit

Growers Exchange maintained the position that the beat

sales package for oranges ii the protective skin of th

fruit itself, The familiar "Sunkist" label has been used

by that organization sInce 1908. Since that time the

Exchange has established a record of consistent quality

for their fresh fruit products, The Exchange has spent

*55,000,000 (3, p.91) in advertising since 1908 to make

"Sunkiet" a household word for fresh citrus fruit.

California canned orang. juice has been normally

produced from lower grade fruit. This lower grad, fruit

generally contained good quality juice, but the fruit was

of odd sizes or had skin blemishes, The citrus growers

had become accustomed to thinking of processed orange

juice as a by.produot and a secondary market for the

orange crop of the Stat,. California has always produced
high percentage of good quality oranges, so it was in

the interest of good marketing to plac. major emphasis on
the sale of fresh fruit.

As frozen concentrated orange juice became a
nationally known product with favorable coneumr accep

78
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the California Fruit Growers Exchange installed the neces
sary evaporating and freezing equipment in the processing
plant of their subsidiary, the Exchange Orange Products
Company at Ontario. The capacity of the 1xchango Orange

Producta plant was the largest of any concentrating plant
in California in 1950 (Table 4). This plant began frozen
concentrate production in 1950. Sales contracts were made

with the 1trda Eye-Snider Division of General Foods Cor-
poration and the Vacuum Foods Corporation. Half of the
frozen concentrate production of Exchange Orange Products

Company was marketed by General Foods Corporation under

the trade r4alns of "Birds Eye.' The other haLt of this
production was marketed by Vacuum Foods Corporation under

their "Minute Maid" label.

In September 1950, after one season of this type of
keting, officials of the Exchange recognized that
zen concentrated orang juice was becoming an important
tor in the marketing of the nation's orange crop.

Arrangements were made to market the 195O-1 production of

frozen concentrate at the Ontario plant through direct
channels of the Exchange.

To aarket this production directly, the Exchange

needed a well-known trade-mark to place on the product.

The "Sunkist" trad..mark was not available to the Exchange
for any type of product except fresh citrus fruit. In
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the early history of the 3unkiet" trade-mark, the Cali-
fornia Packing Corporation, a separate organization, had
obtained the right to use that name on canned products.
In September 1950, the California Fruit Growers Exchange

bought the exclusive rights to that trade-mark for
$1,250,000 (27, p.91).

When canned fruit juices had become popular in the

1930's, the Exchange began packing these and other
byproducts, However, they were in no hurry to put a
"Sunkist" label on these products. They felt that infori..
ority in the processed products would damage the value of
the trsdenark on fr*sh fruit.

The purchase of this trade-mark in 1950 for use on
frozen concentrated juices indicates that the California
Fruit Growers Exchange, the largest factor in marketing of
California oranges, now considered frozen concentrate am

on. of the potential primary markets fox' the orange czop
of that State.

nOrea3 1*nt Facilities

An indication of the confidence that the California
orange industry has in their new product is the continued
expansion in concentrating facilities, Three of the
plants shown in Table 4 were ocriatruoted in 1950. It is
likely that those three plants did not reach full capacity



In their first season.
On July 23, 1950, the complete conoentrating

faoilttios of the Darnarel-Alitson Company at Covins were

purchased by one subsidiary of the California Fruit
Growers Exchange.

In November 1950, the Exchange Lemon Products Corn'-

pany, a subsidiary of California Fruit Growers Exchange,
began construction of a new 30O,0OO concentrating plant

at Corona. This plant will be designed to concentrate
both orange and lemon Juice. The general manager of that
company indicated that it was necessary to build this
plant to cope with the expansion of the frozen concentrate
market for both oranges and lemons,

This rapid movement of the California Fruit Growers

Exchange into the concentrating industry suggests that
this organization anticipates an increase in frozen con'--

centrate sales. Part of this increase may result from
the use of the Sunkist" trade'-mark on this new product.

Other California oompanie8 are following this
expansion trend. The Real Gold Citrus Products plant a
Anaheim was closed f or three months following December 15,

1950, to enable the company to modernize its plant and
expand facilities.

In January 1951, a new low'-temperature concentrator

netalled at Rart Fruit Products Company at Erea.



Crop :
Season * Produc

1947-48 :
1948-49 :
l94950 :

26,369
24,584
26,245

*

on :
e

Utilization of Sa
Frozen : Other : Total

Fresh : Concen- : Pro : Pro-
* trate : ceased : ceased

1
* 19,497 : 361 : 8,511 : 6,872
* 14,367 : 1,622 : 8,595 : 10,21?
: 15,000 : 2,066 : 9,179 : 11,245

* TJ.. Dept. of Agriculture, bureau of Agricultural
Economics

/ Computed on the basis of one box equal to 1.21 gallons
of frozen concentrate, 1949-50 Florida average.
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This new concentrator was designed especially for the Hart
plant at a cost or more than $100,000. This inoraase in
capacity will enable the plant to process 400 tons of
ruit daily during the summer of 1951.

At the same time, this company added new laboratory

equipment to enable their technicians to carefully analyze
the product arid thus insure the maintenance of high
quality standards.

tfect of Frozen Concentrate Production
on the Vnc1a Iarko

At the end of the 1949-50 season, total Valencia
orange production in southern California had not bean
affected by the increase in frozen concentrate produced.

Table 5. Production and Utilization of
California Velencia Orange Crops, 1947-48 to 1949-50

(Thousand Boxes)
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The Valencl.a crop remained relatively stable during the
threeu.year period that California has produced frozen con.

centrate (Table 5). Th. 1946-49 crop was small because
of a severe freeze during that season.

The percentage of the Valencia crop going into
frozen concentrate increased fron 361,000 boxes to
2,066,000 boxei in that three-year period. This is an
increase from 1.4 per cent to 7.9 par cent of the Valencia
crop. As indicated, frozen concentrate did not represent
a very large percentage of the 1949-50 Valericta crop in
California, but the nominal increase of this three.year'
period is comparable to the first three seasons of the
frozen concentrate production in Florida. It took about
three years for Florida plants to become established and

thus reach large scale production (FIgure 16).

With increased plant facilities, together with the
confidence shown by the CalifornIa Fruit Growers Exchange,

it is expected that frozen concentrate production In
California may increase substantially during the 1950-51
season, This may generally follow the production pattern
of the Florida industry In Its fourth and fifth season.
bureau of Agricultural Economics statistics (14, p.10)
point out that the market for frozen concentrate can still
be greatly expanded through directed sales promotion. The

use of the RSunkjst trade-mark on frozen concentrate
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further this expected market expansto
Some members ci' the California orange indus try

(6, p.31) foe], that the frozen concentrate has already
helped stabilize the Calii'ornta Va].encta market. They

indicate that the demand for this new product has aided
in maintaining the Valenois price at approximately :4O P1'
ton or l.5O per box, It has provided a new outlet for
California orange groves already in bearing and ay allow

increased plantings if the fresh market is not adversely
affected,.

Orange groves in florida have increased In value
since the start of froaen concentrate production in that
State. Average grove land prices in Florida have
increased from approximately 5OO per acre to about 2OOO

per acre (22, p.37). That type of rise in grove land
values has not been evidenced in California, However, if

California frozen concentrate production expands substan-

tially, grove land values in that State may also be
xp.cted to increase.



CONCLUSIONS

The production and sales records of frozen concen

trsted orange juice indicate that this food product has
been readily accepted by the consumer.

It is likely that production of this frozn juice
in California, as well as in FlorLda, will continue to
expand in the next few years. The orange market is well
organized by the California FrujtGz'owepa Exchange and by
other marketing agencies such as General Foods Corpora-

tion, Vacuum Foods Corporation and Snow Crop Marketers.
These companies have reliable trade names and good market.
ing channels through which they can promote additional
sales.

Th. national consumption of frozen orange conoen.
trate shows a steady gain each month, As long as the
disposable personal income of meric*n consumers remains

well above the prewar level, housewives will have money

to spend for such items as frozen concentrate. There are
indications that retail outlets and transportation facili.
ties are increasing. There are also some prospects of
additional sales to the beverage dispensing trade and to
the institutional purchasers, These factors indicate that
the market for frozen orange concentrate will continue to
increase for a few more years. However, there is some

84



possibility that production may expand more rapidly than
sails promotion. happens, surpluses may develop.

Most new industries have high cote during the
iz'at few years of production. Therefore, the processing

coats of frozen orange concentrate may show some reduction
a the industry becomes more stabilized. Pha canned

orange jute. industry is now well established. Moat of

the cost reductions previously possible in that industry

have already been made. Unless there are technological

improveenta, it is not likely that the processing coati

of canned orange juice will decrease.
The savings as300iated with the handling of orange

juice in frozen concentrated form may give that part of

the industry a coat advantage over the sirigle'.strength

orange juice enterprise.

It is possible that psopie may consume more orange

juice as a result of this new product. Consumers have

discovered that frozen orange concentrate is a reasonably

priced food item with high nutritional value which h*a the

advantages of convenience and flavor.

There are indications that at the present general

price level, frozen orange concentrate sells well at any

price up to 29 cents per 6ounoe can retail, but sales

slow down at 30 cents or above. The average housewife

seems to have decided the maximum amount that sh. will pay

8
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$ product.

California has * well developed fresh orange market.
The quality of oranges grown there is .11 adapted to that
trade, Therefore, frozen orange concentrate may replace

only those fresh oranges which are purchased for Juice

preparation. There axe some economic and convenience

advantages of frozen concentrate as compared to fresh

oranges when those products are purchased for 3uioe pux"
poses.

The question of whether or not total orang. con.

umption will increase as a result of this new product
S not yet definite. Many growers in Florida are setting

out new orchards in anticipation of increased orange

sales. However, California growers are more cautious.

is probable that canned orange juice and fresh orange

ales will, decrease slightly while frozen concentrate

sales increase at a steady rat.. This trend ay continue

until the market for frozen concentrate becomes ata.

bilized.

Monthly salis of orange products are being eta..

bilised by the sale of frozen orange concentrate. It is

reasonable to sssume that total annual orange sales will

increase becaus. the new product has lessened the usual
sunner decline in orang. consumption.

The development of frozen orange concentrate has
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increased grower returns in Florida and Stabilized the
prices of Valonoja oranges in California at a reasonable
level, It has provided a new outlet for surplus oranges
and fruit of off sizes oz' with minor skin blemishes,

Oranges for the concentrate market can be trans.'
ported from the fax to the plant in large bulk trucks,
This provides a saving in labor and boxing niaterials over
fresh oranges, 'resh oranges must be packed in field
boxes on the farm and then transported to the packing
sheds.

There are indications that the dehydrated orange
pulp left over after processing is equal to rolled barley
in feed value and makes a palatable feed for cattle. Many

farmers in the areas of orange production make use of this
feed. Orange pulp that the housewife throw. away after
making her own orange juice is often a complete loss.

California orange growers, as represented by their
principal marketing agency, the California Fruit Growers
Exchange, feel that the development of frozen orange con.'
centrate will help provide another satisfactory market for
their crop. This will lessen their surplus problem and
tsbjijz, the sale of Vaisricta oranges.
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